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We show that the deterministic tree pushdown automata of J. H. Gallier and R. V. Book 
(Theoret. Comput. Sci. 37 (1985) 123-150) are strictly more powerful than the corresponding 
automata of K. M. Schimpf (Ph. D. dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 1982). In fact, 
even one of the additional features of the former automata, the capability to delete or to 
duplicate subtrees of the tree stack increases the recognition power. Also we show that finite 
unions of congruence classes of canonical monadic tree rewriting systems can be recognized by 
deterministic tree pushdown automata without the additional acceptance conditions used 
in op. cit. For right-linear monadic tree rewriting systems the same is true for unions of 
congruence &SSi% over regUk3r tree langUageS. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Replacement systems are an important tool, for instance, in theorem proving, 
algebraic simplification, and language theory. Usually they take the form of term 
rewriting systems, cf., e.g., [ 131 for an overview or when dealing with string Thue 
systems, cf. [6]. 
If the rewriting system is canonical, i.e., it is terminating and has the so called 
Church-Rosser property, then normal forms of objects (in our case, trees) can be 
computed using an’ arbitrary strategy. Here we obtain a representation of con- 
gruence classes of canonical monadic tree (i.e., term) rewriting systems using tree 
pushdown automata. Monadic tree rewriting systems were defined in [9] by lifting 
the concept of a monadic Thue system (cf. [S, 71) to trees. Following [ll, 17, 181 
we define also tree pushdown automata as tree rewriting systems, and the power of 
the pushdown automaton model will depend on the form of rewrite rules that are 
allowed. 
Tree pushdown automata generalize ordinary pushdown automata by having 
trees both as inputs and stacks. Bottom-up tree pushdown automata were defined 
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first in [17] and a simplified model was considered in [ 181. -The models of both 
[ 17 and IS] were shown to recognize exactly the family of context-free forests (we 
call tree languages “forests”). Context-free forests are forests generated by context- 
free tree grammars, cf. [2, 3, 8, 161, and as the yields of context-free forests one 
obtains the indexed languages, cf. [ 11. Top-down tree pushdown automata were 
defined in [ 111 and were shown to recognize the family of context-free forests. Top- 
down tree pushdown automata simulate more closely than bottom-up automata the 
behaviour of context-free tree grammars. 
However, there are many ways also to define a bottom-up tree pushdown 
automaton (all reasonable models when restricted to strings should, of course, be 
equivalent to ordinary pushdown automata), and another model was considered in 
[9]. It differs from the models of [ 17, 181 essentially in that it can duplicate and 
delete arbitrarily large subtrees of the tree stacks. This is caused by the fact that the 
right-hand sides of the rewrite rules of the automaton can have multiple occur- 
rences of variables and do not necessarily contain all variables of the left-hand side 
of the rule. 
Here in Section 4 we consider the (left-) linear deterministic versions of these 
automata and show that in this case even one of the capabilities, to be able 
to duplicate or to delete subtrees strictly increases the recognition power of the 
tree pushdown automata. In the case of the latter feature this might seem to be 
unexpected. The intuitive reason for this result is that tree pushdown automata 
without the deletion capability can use only the information in a part of a given tree 
stack the size of which is bounded by a polynomial function of the height of the tree 
stack. 
In [S] it is shown that finite unions of congruence classes of monadic 
Church-Rosser Thue systems are deterministic context-free languages. It was shown 
in [9] that finite unions of congruence classes of canonical monadic tree rewriting 
systems can be recognized by a deterministic tree pushdown automaton that has 
the additional capability to check whether the final contents of the tree stack belong 
to a given regular forest. In Section 5 we show that this stronger acceptance con- 
dition is not necessary. 
For right-linear monadic systems we get the stronger result that the union of con- 
gruence classes can be indexed by a regular forest. As a corollary of the proof we 
see that for an arbitrary (possibly infinite) Thue system the set of descendants of a 
regular set is always regular. This is a strenghtening of a result of [7], where it was 
shown for context-free monadic Thue systems. 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with trees and tree rewriting systems. In 
Section 2 we present briefly and informally some notation and definitions used 
later, for a more comprehensive treatment cf., e.g., [9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 173. In Sec- 
tion 3 we introduce the notion of a k-passable tree. Results about k-passable trees 
will be used in Section 4 to see how some models of tree pushdown automata are 
able to use their tree stacks. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let A be a set and m > 0. Then A”’ denotes the Cartesian product of m copies of 
A, #A denotes the cardinality of A and B(A) the set of subsets of A. If 6 E A x A is 
a binary relation, the reflexive transitive closure of 6 is denoted by 6*. The letter N 
denotes the set of natural numbers (not containing zero) and 1 denotes the empty 
word. The symbol “c” is used for the strict inclusion relation of sets. 
In the following X= (x,, x2, . . . } always denotes a denumerable set of variables, 
and X, = {xi, x2, . . . . x,}, m > 0. The symbols 2, 8, r, and A denote finite ranked 
alphabets. The rank function of a given ranked alphabet Z is usually denoted by 1. 
The set of m-ary (m 3 0) symbols of C is denoted by C,. 
2.1. DEFINITION. A tree domain is a finite nonempty subset D of N* such that 
(i) If u ED and u is a prefix of u, then u E D. 
(ii) If uiED, where UEN* and iEN, then uj~D for everyj, l<j<i. 
The length of a word u E N* is denoted by 1 uJ. 
Let Y be a finite or denumerable set of variables. Then the set of C-trees with 
variables Y (or CY-trees), F,(Y), is the smallest set A such that 
(i) C,u YS A and 
(ii) if m >O, ~JEC,,,, and t, ,..., t, E A, then a(t,, . . . . t,) E A. 
The set F,(0) is denoted by F,. Subsets of F,(Y) (FZ) are called ZY- (C-) 
forests. The tree domain of a C-tree t, dam(t), is defined in the usual way. If U, 
v E dom( t), then the node u is said to be a predecessor of u if u is a prefix of u. Also 
in this case u is said to be a successor of U. The nodes u and v are independent if 
neither one is the predecessor of the other. The relation c ir c dam(t) x dam(t) 
denotes the natural left to right ordering of pairwise independent nodes of t. 
(u < ,r v iff we can write u = wj, u’ and v = wj,v’, where w, u’, v’ E N*, j,, j, E N, and 
j, <.A.) 
Let t, t, E F,(X) and u E dam(t). Then lab(t, U) (EZ u X) denotes the label of the 
node u of t, t(u) denotes the subtree of t at node u and t(u c t, ) denotes the C-tree 
that is obtained from t by replacing the subtree at node u with t r . The height of t is 
denoted by hg(t). The size of the tree t is defined to be “dam(t) and it is denoted 
simply by #t. 
The node u is said to be a Zeaf of t if ui does not belong to dom( t) for any i E N. 
The set path(t) c C+ consists of all strings of elements of C that occur as labels of a 
path in dam(t) from the root (the node with the address J,) to a leaf of t. The tree t 
is said to be balanced if all strings in path(t) have equal length. The set var(t) c X 
consists of all elements of X that occur as a label of some leaf of t. The tree t is said 
to be linear (in variables of X) if no variable of X labels more than one node of t. 
If t, t,, . ..) t,,,E F,(X) and z,, . . . . z,EX, then 
t(z, 4- t,, . . . . z, + t,) 
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denotes the ZX-tree that is obtained from t by replacing every occurrence of a 
variable zi in t by t,, i = 1, . . . . m. 
2.2. DEFINITION. Let .E and Q be ranked alphabets. For every m 3 0 let 
z-, = {<,, . ..) t,} denote a set of variables (disjoint from X, C, and Sz). Suppose 
that for every m 3 0 we are given a mapping 
h, : 2, -+ F&Em). 
The tree homomorphism 
h: F=(X) -+ FQ(X) 
determined by the mappings h, is defined inductively as follows: 
(i) For every x E X, h(x) = x. 
(ii) Let m>O, FEZ,, and t 1, ..., t, E F,(X). Then 
Watt,, . . . . t,)) = h,,,(o)(t, + h(t,), . . . . 5, + Nt,)). 
(Here we consider only tree homomorphisms that map every variable of X onto 
itself.) 
A mapping a: A’+ F=(X) is a substitution if dom(cr) = {x E XI a(x) # x} is finite. 
We say that a is a substitution X, -F,(X) if dam(a) GX,,,. If a: X-+F=(X) is a 
substitution, we denote also its unique homomorphic extension 6: F,(X) + E’=(X) 
simply by a. 
Trees t,, t2 EF,(X) are said to be un@zble if there exist substitutions 
aj: X-F,(X), i= 1,2, such that a,(t,)=az(t2). We denote this by t, 1, t,. 
(Sometimes unifiability of t, and t, is defined slightly differently by requiring that 
there exists a substitution a such that a(t,) = a(t2). In this case one always allows 
the renaming of variables of t, and t,, so the definitions are clearly equivalent.) 
2.3. DEFINITIONS. Let S G F,(X) x F=(X). The set S is called a tree rewriting (or 
term rewriting) system. We define the rewrite relation +s c Fz x Fz determined by 
S as follows: 
Let t,, t2 E F,. Then t, -+ s t2 iff there exists a pair (s,, s2) E S, where 
var(s,) u var(s,) E X,, and a substitution a: X, + F,(X) such that we can write 
tl = P(Y + a(sl)) and f2 = P(Y + a(sA), 
where p E Fz( { y } ) and exactly one node of p is labeled by y. 
In the above case we say that tI is reducible using the rule (s,, s2). If t E Fz. is not 
reducible using any of the rules of S, we say that t is irreducible mod S. The set of 
irreducible Z-trees mod S is denoted by IRR(S). The rewriting relation S is said to 
be left- (right-) linear if all the left- (right-) hand sides of rules of S are linear in 
variables X. 
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The relation *s is defined by 
The congruence class [t], of a tree t E F, is determined by 
[t],= {t’~F~(tt,;t’}. 
When S is clear from the context we denote [tls simply by [t]. The set of descen- 
dants of t is 
Furthermore, if L c F, we denote 
[L]=(~‘EFJ(~EL)~‘E[~]} 
S*(L)= {t’EFZI(3tEL) t’ES*(t)). 
The rewriting system S (or --ts) is said to be Church-Rosser (or confluent) if for all 
t, t’ E FE such that t -4 t’: S*(t) n S*(t’) # 0, and it is said to be terminating (or 
Noetherian) if there exist no infinite sequences t, -Pi tz js ‘.+. The system S is 
canonical (or complete) if it is terminating and Church-Rosser. 
The elements (s,, s2) of S are usually given in the form s1 -‘ss2 and when S is 
clear from the context +s (cI~) is denoted simply by + (-). It is well known that 
if S is Church-Rosser, then every congruence class has at most one irreducible 
element. 
2.4. DEFINITIONS. A (nondeterministic) bottom-up tree automaton (or recognizer) 
is a four-tuple A = (Z, Q, QF, g), where 
(i) Z is a ranked alphabet. 
(ii) Q is a finite set of states. 
(iii) QFs Q is the set of accepting final states. 
(iv) g is a mapping that associates with every element D EZ~, k20, a 
function ug: Qk + P(Q). If 0 E ZO, og is interpreted to be an element of S(Q). 
Define the ranked alphabet L2 = Cu Q, where Q2,= C,u Q and Gk = L’,, when 
k > 0. The set G c_ Fo x F, of rewrite rules of A consists of all the rules 
qEog(ql, . . . . qk), kB0, oeCk, q,, . . . . qkE Q. If tE Fo, we define t,= 
{q E Q 1 t + E q}. The forest recognized by A is 
L(A)= {tEFzItgnQF#O}. 
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A forest is regular if it can be recognized by a nondeterministic bottom-up tree 
automaton. The family of regular forests is denoted by REG. 
The automaton A = (C, Q, QF, g) is said to be deterministic if #oJq,, . . . . qk) = 1 
for all g E Z,, q, , . . . . qk E Q. It is well known (cf. [lo]) that every regular forest can 
be recognized by a deterministic bottom-up automaton. If A is deterministic and 
t, = {q}, q E Q, we denote t, simply by q. 
The automaton A = (C, Q, QF, g) is connected if for every q E Q there exists 
t E F, such that q E t,. Every regular forest can be recognized by a (deterministic) 
connected automaton, cf. [lo]. 
3. k-PASSABLE TREES 
A tree t is k-passable if a top-down (or bottom-up) tree automaton can compute 
t using simultaneously at most k reading heads. Here we show that for every k there 
is a polynomial pk such that for every k-passable tree t, #t < p,(hg(t)). This result 
will be useful in Section 4 because it turns out that for certain tree pushdown 
automata the part of the tree stack that can affect the computation is a k-passable 
supertree of the stack. 
3.1. DEFINITIONS. Let Z be a ranked alphabet and let V be a symbol of rank one 
not in C. The one-state top-down C-tree automaton is the set 
of rewrite rules, where for every m 2 0 and CJ E C,, S contains the rule 
Vdx, , . . . . x,)) +s 0(x, L ...> K%J). 
(If m = 0, this reduces to V(o) ds 0.) Let k B 1 and t E F,. A k-computation on t is a 
computation 
V(t)=t()+st,+,.*~ +St”, (1) 
where n 20, tie F,, Ivl and ti contains at most k symbols V, i = 0, . . . . n. (Hence 
intuitively in a k-computation the automaton can have at most k simultaneously 
active reading heads.) The tree t is k-passable if there exists a k-computation (I), 
where t, = t. 
Let s E Fz( Y,,), k’ 6 k, be linear in variables of Y,. = { y,, . . . . ykr} and suppose 
that there exist si, . . . . sk, E F, such that 
t = s( y, +- s, ) . ..) y,. +- Sk.). 
We say that s is a k-passable supertree oft if there exists a k-computation ( 1 ), where 
t, = dy, + V(s,), *.., Y/c’ + W/d)) 
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and for every u E dam(s) there exists i E (0, . . . . n} such that 
lab(t,, u)=V. 
The latter condition means just that all subtrees of s not containing variables have 
been “completely read” in the k-computation (1). The set of k-passable supertrees 
of t is denoted by U(t, k). Define the ranked alphabet Q = C v c, where 
Z= (0 I (T EC} and the rank of elements of C is zero. The supremum of the 
k-passable supertrees of t, S(t, k), is the Q-tree defined as follows: 
(i) dom(S(t, k))= U(dom(s)lse U(t, k)). 
Let u E dom(S(t, k)). 
(iia) If there exists s E U(t, k) such that lab(s, U) E C, then lab(S(t, k), u) = 
lab(t, u). 
(iib) If u does not belong to (iia) and lab(t, U) = 0, then lab(S(t, k), u) = 0. 
Clearly dom(S(t, k)) defined by (i) is a tree domain. Note that in the case (iib) 
no successor of u belongs to dom(S(t, k)) and hence u has to be labeled by an 
element of Q,. Intuitively S(t, k) is just the “top-part” of t containing all the 
k-passable supertrees of t. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let t E F, be k-passable, k 2 1. Then 
#t < k(hg(t))k + 1. 
Proof Let p(n, k) denote the maximal size of a k-passable Z-tree of height n. 
Without restriction we may assume that 
~mZ0 for all m 6 k. (2) 
(Adding new symbols to Z can only increase p(n, k).) Clearly by (2), 
p(n, kl) < ph k2) and ph y k’) < ph, k’) (3) 
for all n>l, l<k,<k,dk,n,<n,, and l<k’<k. 
From (2) and (3) it follows that a k-passable Z-tree of height n and maximal size 
is of the form 
act, 7 .*., h), 
where 0 E Z, and ti is an i-passable C-tree of height n - 1 with maximal size, 
i = 1, . . . . k. Here the order of the subtrees ti can, of course, be arbitrary. Hence we 
have 
p(n, k) = 1 + p(n - 1, 1) + p(n - 1,2) + ... + p(n - 1, k). (4) 
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From (4) we see that 
p(n, k) = p(n, k - 1) + p(n - 1, k). (5) 
By (5) and (3) and noticing that ~(0, k) = 1 and p(n, 1) = n + 1 we have, further- 
more, 
An, k) = An, k - 1) + An - 1, k - 1) + ~(n - 2, k) = . . . 
= P@> k - 1) + p(n - 1, k - 1) + . . . + p( 1, k - 1) + ~(0, k) < np(n, k - 1) + 1 
Bn’p(n,k-2)+n+ 16 ... <&‘p(n, l)+rP2+ . . . +n+l 
=nk+nk-‘+ ... +n+ 1 Qknk+ 1. 1 
3.3. LEMMA. Let Z be a ranked alphabet and define 
M=max{r(a)JoEC}+2. 
Define g(n, k)=MnMk+ 1, na0, k> 1. Then for all teF,, 
“s(t, k) < g(hg(t), k). (6) 
Proof: If hg(t)=O then “S(t, k)= 1, and if hg(t)= 1 then #S(t,k)<M+l. 
Suppose then that for all k > 1, (6) holds for all Z-trees of height at most n, n 2 1. 
Let t be a C-tree of height n + 1, 
t=a(t, 9  . . . . t )  m > 
m> 1, cEC~, and let k > 1 be arbitrary. 
(i) Suppose that m - 1 of the subtrees t,, . . . . t, are k-passable, without 
restriction we may assume that these are t r, . . . . t, _ r . By Lemma 3.2 and the induc- 
tion assumption we have 
#S(t,k)<l+#t,+ . ..+#t.p,+#S(t,,k) 
<l+(m-l)(knk+l)+MnMk+l. 
On the other hand, 
g(n+1,k)=M(n+1)MK+1>MnMk+(M2k)nMk-’+1 (7) 
and (6) holds since A42 2 and Ma m. 
(ii) Suppose then that (i) does not hold. This means that m 2 2 and at least 
two of the trees t,, . . . . t, are not k-passable. If k = 1, then #S’(t, k) = 1 because 
m 2 2. Hence we assume in the following that k > 1. When computing an arbitrary 
k-passable supertree of t the top-down automaton is able to use at most k - 1 heads 
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on any one of the subtrees t, , . . . . t,. Hence by the induction assumption and (7) we 
have 
#S(t,k)~l+#S(t,,k-1)+ ... +#S(t,,k-1) 
6 1 +m(M#‘k-” + l)< g(n+ 1, k). I 
The upper bound g in the above lemma was chosen just to make the proof easy 
and is not optimal. The essential part in the proof is to divide the induction step 
into the two cases and thereby be able to use the fact that if the automaton can use 
all k reading heads on one of the subtrees t,, . . . . t,, then the other subtrees must be 
“very small.” 
4. TREE PUSHDOWN AUTOMATA 
In the following we define extended tree pushdown automata that are able to 
simulate the computations of the automata of [9]. As a restriction of these we 
define the basic tree pushdown automata that are equivalent to the model of [17]. 
4.1 DEFINITION. A (bottom-up) extended (nondeterministic) tree pushdown 
automaton, ex-tpa, is a four-tuple A = (C, r, r’, 6) where 
(i) C is a finite ranked alphabet of input symbols, 
(ii) r is a finite ranked alphabet of stack symbols disjoint from C, 
(iii) r’ E r is the set of accepting stack symbols, and 
(iv) 6 is a partial transition function with the properties: 
(a) The domain of 6, dam(6), is a finite subset of 
lJ(C, x rk 1 k 3 0) u F,(X). 
(b) For all k 2 0, 6 maps elements of zk x Tk to subsets of r,. (Here Tk is 
the Cartesian product of k copies of r.) 
(c) If t ~F,(X)ndom(6), then d(t) is a finite set of trees of the form 
fb zk), , , . . . . 
m, k>O, ~EF,(X,), ferk, ziEXmuro, i=l,..., k. Note that t needs not have 
occurrences of all variables of X,. 
The automaton A is said to be a deleting tree pushdown automaton, de&pa, if (c) 
is replaced by 
(c’) If TV F,(X) n dam(6), then d(t) is a finite set of trees of the form 
“f-(x x,)9 1, . . . . 
O<n<m, tEI;r(q,fd-,. 
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The automaton A is a basic tree pushdown automaton, ba-tpa, if (c) is replaced by 
(c”) If t E F,(X) n dam(6), then d(t) is a finite set of trees of the form 
Ax, 5 ‘.., x,), 
The automaton A is said to be linear (or left-linear), if all ZY-trees belonging to 
dam(b) are linear in variables of X. The class of linear basic (deleting, extended) 
tree pushdown automata is denoted by lin-ba-tpa (lin-del-tpa, lin-ex-tpa). 
Let n be the ranked alphabet n = Zu TV {V}, where V is not in C u r and 
r(V) = 1. Intuitively V corresponds to the reading heads of the pushdown 
automaton A. Now we are ready to define the set of rewrite rules that describe the 
computation of A. 
4.2. DEFINITIONS. Let A= (Z, r, r’, 6) be some pushdown automaton of 
Definition 4.1. The set of rewrite rules of A, d 5 F,,(X) x F,(X), consists of the rules 
defined in (i)-(iii) below. (As mentioned in Section 2 we denote a relation (s, t) E d 
by s +d t.) 
(i) Iffed( CEZ,,, then 
Let M=max(r(y)IyEr}. For all i, j such that i> 1 and 06 j<M we denote 
(Note that if i # i’, then for all j, j’ the sets of variables occurring in the vectors xi,j 
and Xi’,jC are disjoint.) 
(ii) Let f~S(c,f ,,..., fk), k>O, CJ E Z,, f. E r, and denote r(fi) = r(i), 
i = 1, . . . . k. Then 
(iii) If rE&t), t EI;,(X), then 
V(t) -+d V(r). 
The forest recognized by A, L(A), and the forest recognized by A with empty tree 
stack, L,(A), are defined as 
L(A)={~EF,((WEF,-)t-,,*V(t’),lab(t’,A)~r’}, 
L,(A)= {tEFZI(3yeronr’) t+;V(y)}. 
If K is a class of tree pushdown automata, then the family of forests recognized 
(with empty tree stack) by the automata of K is denoted by Y(K) (resp. ?$(K)). 
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Note that the set A of rewrite rules is finite since dam(6) is finite. Rules (i) read a 
leaf of the input tree and initiate a tree stack. The assumption C n r = Qr guaran- 
tees that A cannot create new stacks within an existing tree stack. Rules (ii) read a 
nonleaf symbol of the input tree and rules (iii) change the contents of a tree stack. 
The rules (i) could be obtained from (ii) by making the appropriate interpretation 
for the case k = 0. Rules (i) and (ii) are called shift-rules of A and rules (iii) are 
called reductions of A. Intuitively the forest L(A) consists of such Z-trees t that A is 
able to read t arriving at the root of t with the top of the tree stack labeled by an 
element of P. 
Essentially the basic tree pushdown automaton is a “stateless tree pushdown 
automaton” of [17] that is further restricted not to have the capability to “look 
back” at the symbols labeling the roots of the subtrees of the tree stack 
corresponding to variables of a reduction rule. On the other hand, the basic tree 
pushdown automata are clearly more powerful than the automata of [lS] and, 
since these as well as the stateless automata of [17] recognize the context-free 
forests, it follows that also Ye(ba-tpa) equals to the family of context-free forests. 
(The automata of [ 171 must at the end of the computation have in the stack a fixed 
nullary symbol denoting the empty stack but clearly it does not make a difference if 
we have a finite number of accepting symbols of rank zero.) The ba-tpa differ from 
the tree pushdown automata of [17, 183 also in that in the computation the 
automaton does not carry along the subtrees of the input tree that have been 
processed (and hence the rank of V is one). This is, of course, only a notational 
simplification. 
The tree pushdown automaton model of [18] is still simpler than the ba-tpa 
but it is not suitable for our purposes since we are here mainly concerned with the 
deterministic versions of the automata. The automata of [ 181 can always make a 
shift-move and there seems to be no natural way to define a deterministic com- 
putation. If one, for instance, requires the deterministic automata to first perform 
all the shift-moves, then it is easy to see that in the string case (i.e., when both the 
input and the stack consist only of symbols of rank at most one) these automata 
would recognize only the regular languages. Hence they could not be considered as 
a natural generalization of deterministic string pushdown automata. 
It is straightforward to see that the ex-tpa and the tree pushdown automata of 
[9] are equivalent. To simulate a computation of an automaton of [9] the ex-tpa 
stores the states to the root symbols of the tree stacks and similarly the automaton 
of [9] can use the internal states to remember the top symbols of the tree stacks of 
an ex-tpa that it is simulating. (Note that an ex-tpa can simulate a reduction of the 
automaton of [9] of the form s +x, XE var(s), by using all possible rules 
V(s(x t y(x;, . . . . XL))) + V(y(x;, . . . . XL)), where k 2 0, y E r,, and the variables 
x;, . ..) xi are not in var(s).) 
Since we may always choose the set of accepting stack symbols to consist only of 
nullary symbols it is clear that for all automata classes of Definition 4.1, 
-r;P,(K) E Y(K). The extended and deleting tree pushdown automata can easily be 
made capable of reducing an arbitrary tree stack to height zero, and hence it 
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follows that for K’ E {del-tpa, ex-tpa}, z,(K) = Y(K’). Using similar techniques as 
in the proof of Lemma 4.6 it can be shown that for an arbitrary ba-tpa A such that 
the stack alphabet r contains some symbols of rank greater than one there exist 
some tree stacks that A is not able to reduce to height zero. This suggests that 
possibly Yc(ba-tpa) c P’(ba-tpa). 
The deleting tree pushdown automaton is an intermediate version between the 
basic and the extended automata. It has the power to delete subtrees in the stack 
but not to duplicate them. Here we concentrate on the deterministic linear versions 
of these automata and show that in this case the deleting automata are strictly 
more powerful than the basic automata and the extended automata are strictly 
more powerful than the deleting ones. Next we define the deterministic versions of 
the above automata. 
4.3. DEFINITION. Let A = (2, r, r’, 6) E H-tpa, where HE { ba, del, ex, lin-ba, 
lin-del, lin-ex}. Then A is said to be a deterministic H-tpa, H-dtpa, if 
(a) For all ~EC,, j”,, . . . . fker (k20), 
#6(o,f,, . . ..fk)Q 1. 
(b) If &a, fi, . . . . .h) Z 0, r~ E zk, f,, .‘.> fk E J’, then for all t E FAX) such that 
lab(t, 2) =A, iE { 1, . . . . k}:&t)=@. Also 6(x)=@ for all XEX. 
(c) If teF,(X) and red(t), then h(t)= {Y} and var(r)svar(t). 
(d) Suppose that t,, t*eF,(X), t, #t,, and t, 1, t,. Then b(t,)= 12/ or 
@t,) = 0. 
The conditions of Definition 4.3 guarantee that at each stage there is at most one 
way for the automaton to continue the computation. Condition (a) guarantees that 
at most one shift-rule is applicable. Condition (b) prohibits shift-reduce conflicts 
and (c) and (d) together guarantee that there is at most one way to reduce a given 
tree stack. (If 6(x) would be nonempty for some x E X, then for the computation of 
A to be “deterministic,” 6 could have shift-rules only for nullary input symbols and 
the single reduction rule determined by 6(x). The condition var(r) E var(t) in (c) 
guarantees that there is no nondeterminism in the choice of r-trees corresponding 
to variables occurring in the right-hand side but not the left-hand side of a rule.) 
4.4. DEFINITION. Let A = (Z, r, r’, 6) be an extended (or deleting or basic) tree 
pushdown automaton. The set of (C, I’)-conJigurations con(,Z, r) is defined to 
consist of all elements t E Fzvru (v) such that 
path(t) G Z*Vr+ u C*. 
In the following we define a forest L such that 
L E Y(lin-del-dtpa) - s(lin-ba-dtpa). 
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Choose C = Z, u C, u CO, where .Zz = {a}, Z, = {b( 1), b(2), c( 1), c(2)} and C,, = 
{d(l), 42)). F irs we define a forest Z,,, as: LO consists of all C-trees that are of the t 
form 
t,(x, + b)? (1) 
where 
(i) The root of t, is labeled by c( 1) or c(2), all other nonleaf nodes of t, are 
labeled by b( 1) or b(2) and the single leaf of t, is labeled by x1. Also the height of t, 
is at least two. 
(ii) t2 is an arbitrary C, u C,-tree. 
Clearly the forest L, is regular. Let 
* . z, jr, ..,, j, E { 1, 2}, k > 1 (i.e., t, is a unary tree as in (i). We have left some of the 
parentheses out.) Then by P(t,) we denote the string 
Now we define the forest L to consist of all C-trees t,(x, +- tz) as in (1) such that if 
lab(t,, 1) = c(i), then lab(t,, P(tl)) = d(i), iE { 1, 2). 
An example of a tree of L is given in Fig. 1. Here 
P(t1) = 21, t2 = 442), 441), a))), lab(t,, 21)=d(l). 
4.5. LEMMA. Let C and L be as above. Then 
L E Y(lin-del-dtpa). 
Proof: We define a lin-del-dtpa A = (C, r, r’, 6) such that L(A)= L. 
Choose r=f,ur, uf,,, where r,= (A}, r, = {B(l), B(2), C(l), C(2), E}, 
ro= p(l), WI, q, and r’= {F}. The relation 6 is defined by (i)-(vii). (The 
shift-rules are defined in (i)-(iv) and the reduction rules in (v)-(vii).) 
d(2) 
d(2) 
FIG. 1. An example of a tree of the forest L. 
571/37/3-s 
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0) &d(j))= {W)},j= 42. 
(ii) &a, Z,, Z,)= (A} if Z,, Z2e {D(i), O(2), A}. 
(iii) 6(6(j), Z)= {B(j)} if Ze {A, E}, j= 1,2. 
(iv) &c(i), E) = {C(j)), j= L2. 
(v) ~C~(1)MXl~ %))I = Lw,)), sCmu(x*? XI))1 = m,H. 
(vi) XW)(W(xl~ xJ))l= W,)L WW)W4(x2~ xl)))1 = M4. 
(vii) KWNW(j)))l = {F), j= L2. 
It is easy to check that A accepts only trees of the form t,(x, c tz) as in (1). 
When reading a tree of the above form, A first stores t, to the tree stack using rules 
(i) and (ii) and just changes the names of the input symbols. The automaton reads 
the first b(j) symbol of t, using the rule (iii) and then using rule (v) “pops” the jth 
subtree of the tree stack. Then A continues by reading the next symbol b(j’), 
popping the j’th subtree using the appropriate rule of (vi). (Note that after the first 
pop, the root of the stack was labeled by E.) After reading c(j) at the root of ti 
with rule (iv), using reductions (vii), A is able to check whether the node P(t,) of t2 
was labeled by d(j), je { 1,2}. (If, for instance, P(ti) does not belong to dom(t,), 
then the computation comes to a deadlock with a tree stack of the form 
B( j,)(E(D(j,))) when A has read from t, the symbols that correspond to the 
longest prefix of P(tl) belonging to dom(t,).) 
Clearly the reductions of 6 are of the form given in (c’) of Definition 4.1 and it is 
also immediate that A is deterministic. i 
4.6. LEMMA. Let Z and L be as in the above lemma. Then L does not belong to 
the family Y(lin-ba-dtpa). 
Proof: Suppose that L = L(A), where A = (C, r, r’, 6) E lin-ba-dtpa. Let 
cl=max{r(y)ly~r) 
and 
c2 = max{hg(s) Is E F,(X), 6(s) # GT}. 
Let t E Fr and u E dam(t). We say that the node u of t is dormantly active if there 
exists a (Z, r)-configuration C that has t as a tree stack (i.e., C has a subtree of the 
form V(t)) and in the computation of A on C at some point the distance of the 
node that “corresponds to the node u of t” from the reading head V is less than 
c2 + 1. “Nodes that correspond to the node u of t” are defined as follows: Suppose 
that t is reduced using a rule V(s) -+ V(o(x,, . . . . x,)), s E F,(X,), t = a(s) where a is 
a substitution. If the address of xi in s is not a prefix of u for any ic ( 1, . . . . m], then 
in the stack V(a(o(x,, . . . . x,))) no node corresponds to U. (In this case the distance 
of u from V is necessarily less than c2 + 1.) If lab(s, ui) = xi, ic { 1, . . . . m}, and 
u=u,u2, then the node of V(a(a(x,, . . . . x,))) that corresponds to u is iuz. If A 
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reads a node n of C using a shift rule and V(t) is the jth successor of n, then in the 
thus obtained tree stack the node corresponding to u in t is ju. Note that if u is not 
dormantly active, then for any configuration C with tree stack t the reading head 
cannot “come so close to u” that the subtree t(u) could have any effect on the 
computation. (A is not able to check the equality of arbitrarily large subtrees of the 
stack because all the left-hand sides of reductions of A are linear.) 
Choose 
k = exp(c,, c2). 
(We denote exp(m,, m,)= (m,)m2.) Let t E F,- be arbitrary. Since A does not have 
rules that delete variables, in any computation step A cannot delete from a stack 
any subtrees of height greater than c2. From this it follows that for any given 
(Z, r)-configuration C having t as a tree stack, all the nodes of t that at some point 
of the computation of A on C come to a distance of at most c2 from the reading 
head, belong to the domain of a k-passable supertree of t. Hence, all the dormantly 
active nodes of t belong to the supremum of these supertrees, ,S(t, k). Here 
S( t, k) E F,, where 52 = Tu r and the rank of elements of i= is zero. 
By Lemma 3.3 there exists a polynomial p1 (of rank (cl +2)k) such that 
#S( t, k) < p,(hg( t)). Denote r = S( t, k) and let w(r) be the word over the alphabet 
ru i-u {“(,“ “), “ “, “} representing the tree r. Then 
IW)l < (cl + 2)(#r), 
and hence there exists a polynomial p such that 
Ill < p(hg(f)). (2) 
Define K,,, n > 0, to consist of all balanced C, u &-trees of height n. Then 
#K,, = exp(2, exp(2, n)). 
When reading a tree t, E K,, the automaton A reaches the root of tI with a tree 
stack s of height at most n. (A deterministic automaton cannot have reduction rules 
with elements of X as left-hand sides.) By (2) Iw(S(s, k))l < p(n). (We may choose p 
to contain only positive coefficients.) The word w(S(s, k)) is over the alphabet 
z-u TV {“(, “ “), “ “, “} and if we choose some symbol to correspond to the empty 
word, we may assume that Iw(S(s, k))l = p(n) f or all trees s of height at most n. 
Denote by S, the number of different words w(S(s, k)) corresponding to a tree 
stack s of height at most n. Then 
Let n’ E N be such that 
S, d exp(2( “I7 + 4, p(n)). (3) 
exp(2, exp(2, n’)) > exp(2( #r) + 4, p(d)). 
NOW by (3) #K,, > S,,. Hence there exist r,, r2 E K,,, rl # r2, such that A reaches 
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the root of ri with tree stack si, i = 1, 2, and w(S(sr, k)) = w(S(s2, k)). It follows 
that also 
qs,, k) = %, k). (4) 
Without restriction we may assume that there exists u E { 1,2}*, 1~1 = n’, such that 
lab(r,, U) = d(i), i = 1, 2. Choose 
[I = 4 1) en,) . . . w, )(x, ), 
where j, -..j,. = U. Now t,(x, c r,) is in L and t,(x, c r2) does not belong to L. 
This is a contradiction since by (4), 
t,tx, + ~1) E L(A) iff t,(x, t r2) E L(A). [ 
4.7. THEOREM. Z’(lin-ba-dtpa) c Y(lin-del-dtpa). 
Proof Clearly P’(lin-ba-dtpa) E Z(lin-del-dtpa), and hence the claim follows 
from Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6. 1 
4.8. LEMMA. Let C= .Zl u CO, where Z, = {a, b, c, d} and Z, = (e}. Define the 
C-forest L by 
L= jtEFzIpath(t)= {ab”c”d”e}forsomen> 11. 
Then L E .Y(lin-ex-dtpa). 
Proof: The construction of a lin-ex-dtpa A recognizing L is very straightforward 
and we just describe it intuitively. Clearly we can assume that A is able to check 
that the input tree t is such that path( ab+c+d+e. When reading an input tree of 
this form the automaton A lirst reads the leaf e and symbols d from the input tree 
and stores them to a unary tree stack. After reading the first symbol c, A makes two 
copies of the “d-stack” using a reduction with a nonlinear right-hand side and, after 
this, pops one symbol d from the left copy. Always after reading a new symbol c, 
A pops the left d-stack. (This is done using a reduction rule of the form 
VtCtWtDtx,),x,)))-tVtWt xi, x2)). Here symbols C and D represent the input 
symbols c and d, and W is a stack symbol of rank two that is introduced when A 
duplicates the d-stack.) If the numbers of occurrences of c’s and d’s agree, A starts 
to read symbols b and, similarly, to pop the right d-stack. If when A reaches the 
symbol a marking the root of the input tree all symbols corresponding to d’s in the 
right stack have been popped, then A reduces the stack to an accepting symbol. 
Thus A is able to check that also the numbers of occurrences of symbols b and d 
are equal. i 
4.9. LEMMA. Let .Z and L be as in Lemma 4.8. Then L does not belong to the 
family Y(lin-del-dtpa). 
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Proof: Suppose that L = L(A), where A = (Z, r, r’, 6) E lin-del-dtpa. Let t E Fz, 
r E con(C, r) be arbitrary and suppose that 
t( -+ d )” r, n 2 0. 
The ranked alphabet r might contain symbols of rank greater than one but using 
induction on n it is easy to verify that the tree stack of r contains only symbols of 
rank at most one. Note that the right-hand sides of the reductions of a deleting 
automaton are linear in variables of X and since A is deterministic all the variables 
occurring in a right-hand side of a reduction occur also in the left-hand side. Hence 
the symbols of r of rank greater than one cannot be used in any computation of A 
on a C-tree. Thus we can view the input and the stack as strings and it follows that 
by simulating the computation of A a string pushdown automaton would be able to 
recognize the language L, = { ed”c”b”a 1 n 2 1 }. This is a contradiction since it is well 
known that L, is not a context-free language. 1 
Now from Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9 it follows that 
4.10. THEOREM. Y(lin-del-dtpa) c T(lin-ex-dtpa). 
Note that in the proof of Lemma 4.8 the automaton A does not need any deleting 
reductions, i.e., reductions where some variable in the left-hand side does not occur 
in the right-hand side. Hence it follows that also only the presence of duplicating 
rules would increase the power of the basic tree pushdown automata. 
In the proof of Lemma 4.9 we did not need the assumption that A is linear, hence 
we have also: 
4.11. COROLLARY. dp(del-dtpa) c Y(ex-dtpa). 
We conjecture that Corollary 4.11 holds also for the nondeterministic case, i.e., 
that Y(del-tpa) c P’(ex-tpa). However, this cannot be proved as simply as 
Lemma 4.9 since a nondeterministic deleting automaton can reduce a unary tree 
stack to a nonunary one. Also we conjecture that g(ba-tpa) t s(del-tpa). In this 
case the difficulty in using arguments similar to those of the proof of Lemma 4.6 is 
that the height of the tree stack of a nondeterministic automaton corresponding to 
a subtree t of the input tree may be arbitrarily larger than hg(t). 
5. MONADIC TREE REWRITING SYSTEMS 
In this section we study congruence classes of monadic tree rewriting systems that 
were defined in [9] as a generalization of monadic Thue systems, cf. [S-7]. In [9] 
it was shown that finite unions of congruence classes of a terminating 
Church-Rosser monadic tree rewriting system can be recognized by a deterministic 
tree pushdown automaton that is able to check whether the final contents of the 
tree stack belong to a given regular forest. The automaton model used in [9] is 
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equivalent to our ex-tpa. Here we show that this can be done by a lin-ex-dtpa 
without the additional acceptance condition. For right-linear monadic rewriting 
systems we have the stronger result that the union of congruence classes can be 
over an arbitrary regular forest and, furthermore, in this case we can use a deleting 
tree pushdown automaton instead of an extended one. 
5.1. DEFINITION. Let SC I;,(X) x F,(X). The rewriting system S (or +s) is said 
to be monadic if S is left-linear and for every pair (s, t) E S: 
(i) var( t) E var(s) and 
(ii) hg(s) > 1 and 1 > hg(t). 
The system S is right-linear monadic if, additionally, the right-hand sides of the rules 
of S are of the form ~(z,, . . . . zk) or x, k B 0, e E &, z1 , . . . . zk, x E X, and zi # zj when 
i#j. 
Condition (ii) of the above definition does not allow rules of the form (cr,, a,) or 
(4 cJ2), 019 fJ,E&, x E X. However, it is easy to see that if S is a monadic system 
that may contain also rules of the forms (a,, a,) and (x, u2), then there exists a 
monadic system S’ as in Definition 5.1 such that +s and +sP differ at most on a 
finite subset of F, x F,. Also, in the following we are mostly concerned with 
terminating rewriting systems which in any case could not have rules of the form 
(4 02). 
Next we define the bottom-up normal rewriting relation essentially as in [9]. 
5.2. DEFINITION. Let SC F,(X) x F=(X) be a finite rewriting system and let 8 be 
a total order on S. The (S, e-) normal rewrite relation +n,S,B ( E js) is defined as 
follows: 
Let t, t’ E F,. Then t -+n,S,B t’ if we can write 
t=P(u+a(s,)) and t’ = p(u + 4s2)), 
where u E dam(p), ( sr, s2) E S, a is a substitution var(s,) u var(s,) -+ F, and the 
following conditions hold: 
(i) For all proper successors v of u such that o~dom(t), t(u) is not unifiable 
with any left-hand side of a rule of S. 
(ii) (s,, s2) is in the ordering 0 the greatest element of S for which t(u) is 
unifiable with the left-hand side. 
The relation +n,S,B is denoted by +,, if S and 8 are clear from the context. 
The following lemma follows immediately from the above definition and 
Lemma 5.4 is proved easily similarly as the corresponding result in [9]. 
5.3. LEMMA. Let S be a finite monadic tree rewriting system. Suppose that 
tl = P(U + a(sI)) +” p(u +- ah)) = t2, (s,,s,)ES. 
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Then for all proper successors vi of u such that uiodom(ti), t,(u,) E IRR(S), 
iE { 1,2}. (Note that since s2 can have elements of C, as proper subtrees, here we 
need the assumption that S does not have rules with left-hand side of height zero.) 
5.4. LEMMA. Let S c F=(X) x F=(X) be a finite canonical rewriting system and 8 
a total order on S. Then for all t E FL there exists a unique t’ E IRR(S) such that 
t-+* t’. n,s.e 
For the proof of the main result of this section we still need the following 
definition. 
5.5. DEFINITION. Let Z be a ranked alphabet and p E N u (0). We denote by 
F P,z,x the set of all ZX-trees t such that 
6) hg(t) <p, 
(ii) if u E dam(t), then lab(t, u) E X iff /uI = p. 
The trees of FP,z,x are called p-truncated ZX-trees. The set of ordered p-truncated 
CX-trees FL,,,, consists of all trees t E F,,,, such that the following condition 
holds: 
Let ul, . . . . u,, r>O, be the nodes of dam(t) labeled by variables of 
x, u, <rr”’ c,~u,. Then lab( t, ui) = xi, i = 1, . . . . r. 
Let k >, 0, IJ E C, and tl , . . . . tk E F,,z,x, wheren=p-1 orn=p,p>l. Wedefme 
the ordered p-truncated tree 
dt, 7 . ..> tklp W’;,z,x) 
as follows. Denote s = o[ t, , . . . . tk] P. Then 
(i) dam(s)= {A} u {iuluEdom(ti), 1 <i<k, 1~1 <p}. 
(ii) lab(s, A) = u. 
(iii) lab(s, iu) = lab(t,, U) if u E dom(ti), IuI < p - 1. 
(iv) Let vi, . . . . v,, r > 0, be the nodes of s of length p, where u, err u2 < ,r . . . 
-c,~u,. Then lab(s, vi) = xi, i = 1, . . . . r. 
5.6. EXAMPLE. Let C = Z, u C, u Z,,, where .?Y2 = {a, b, c}, C, = {d} and 
Z:, = {e} and let p = 3. Let r and s be the p-truncated CX-trees of Fig. 2(a). Then 
the tree a[r, s]~ is depicted in Fig. 2(b). 
5.7. LEMMA. Let S c F,(X) x F,(X) be a finite monadic rewriting system, 
0 E S x S a total order and let R c Fz be a regular forest. Define 




Proof Let A = (C, Q, QF, g) be a deterministic bottom-up tree recognizer such 
that L(A) = IRR(S) n R, the recognizer A exists since IRR(S) is regular, cf. [9, 43. 
We define a lin-ex-dtpa 
B = (C, r, r’, 6) 
such that L(B) = H. The intuitive idea of the construction is roughly as follows. The 
elements of the ranked stack alphabet r consist of two components. After reading a 
node from the input tree using a shift-rule, B reduces the stack as in a normal 
reduction. This is possible by storing in the first component of the element of r 
labeling the root of the stack the information about a “large enough supertree” of 
the tree stack. The second component of the label of the root of a stack contains the 
states of the recognizer A that are reached at the nodes immediately below the root. 
Thus when B reaches the root of an input tree t, the stack contains a tree t’ that is 
obtained from t in a normal reduction, and using the information in the second 
component of the root of t’ B is able to check whether t’ is in IRR(S) n R. So the 
main difficulty lies in defining the rules of 6 so that the information on labels of 
nodes in the stack is always correctly updated in the shift and reduce operations on 
the stack. 
We now proceed with the construction of B. Let 
p = max{hg(s)) (3~ F,(X)): (s, t)~ S} + 2 
and let Y= { yl, y,, . . . } be a denumerable set of variables disjoint from X. The set S 
defines in the natural way also a rewriting relation on F,(Y) (one just views 
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the elements of Y as constants), and in the following we assume that 
+ s E Fz( Y) x Fz( Y). Let 
W = {t E F,( Y) 1 t(u) E IRR(S) for all u E dom( t) such that 1~1 > 0}, 
M=max(r(o)IoEC}. 
The ranked alphabet r consists of all pairs (t, 4) such that t E F;,z, y n W and j E Qi, 
where i = r(lab(t, A)). (Note that r is finite since in trees of Fb,,,, the elements of Y 
occur in order y, , y,, . . . with respect to the relation < ,r.) The ranks of the elements 
of f are determined by 
r((t, 4)) = r(lab(r, 1)) 
for all I E Fb,,,, n W and 4 E Qi, 0 d i < M. Further, let 
r’ = {(c 4) E rl IJaW& ~)I,(& 6 Q,}. 
Note that if (t, S) E r, then t is reducible mod S iff t = CL(S), where s is a left-hand 
side of a rule of S and 01 is a substitution. Hence, it follows that the rule that 
reduces t in a normal rewrite step is unique (if it exists). This observation will be 
used many times in the following. The relation 6 is defined in (i), (ii), (iiia), and 
(iiib): 
(i) For every 0 EC,, 
&a) = NJ9 4)). 
(Here 4 stands for the “0-tuple” of elements of Q.) 
(ii) Suppose that k 2 1, a E Ck, ei = (fi, qi) E r, i= 1, . . . . k. If fiE IRR(S), 
i= 1 , . . . . k, then 
4a, e,, .-., ek) = { (aC.h, . . . . fklpT CIWfiy 211, (41), . . . . ClWfk9 J-11, (Qd)). 
We define the tree homomorphism h: FAX) + F,(X) by 
for all m > 0, (t, 4) E r,,,. (Here l i, . . . . 5, are as in Definition 2.2.) 
Let Z7, and I72 denote respectively the projection functions r+ (Fb+~~n W) and 
r+ u(Qi IO < i < M). Further let n(i) be the ith projection Qi + Q. Now we are 
ready to define the reductions of 6. 
(iiia) Let r E FAX,), s E &‘,(A’,,,), h(r) = s, and (s, t) E S, where t = a(z,, . . . . z,), 
k>O, aEZk, z,, . . . . zk E x,,, u ZO. Suppose that (s, t) is the unique rule to be applied 
to Z7,(lab(r, A)) in a normal rewrite step. Then 
(a[X’,‘, . . . . Xl,“],, Xz3’, . . . , X23k)(Z1, . . . . Zk) E 6(r). 
Here the symbols x’*j and ZJ are defined as follows: 
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Without loss of generality we may assume that s, and hence also r, contains all 
the variables x,, . . . . x, exactly once; let their addresses in s and r be u,, . . . . u,. 
(Note that the addresses are same in s and r since h is only a renaming of function 
symbols.) Let 
i = 1, . . . . m. For j= 1, . . . . k define 
Xl.‘= Cfll(laWr, ~;i.j~))l(~~i,j~) if z~=x~~,~), 1 <(i,j)<m. 
T if z,=r~Z~. 
(Note that X’,~EJ’~~,,Z,YAIRR(S) but X1,’ does not necessarily belong to 
FL- LZ,P) 
X22’ = ~(~~~,j~)C~2(laWr~ &,))I if zj = x~~,~), 1 < (i, j) < m. 
zg if zj=r~C,. 
zj= ;,d) 
i 
if zje X. 
if z,=r~.Z~. 
(iiib) Let (s, t)~ S, where SE Fz(X,) and t =xi, 1~ i<m. Let k20 and 
o E Z, be arbitrary and let r E F,(X, + k) be such that 
h(r) = s(xi + 4x, + 1, . . . . x, +k)). 
Suppose that (s, t) is the unique rule to be applied to n,(lab(r, 1)) in a normal 
rewrite step and that ui is the address of xi in s. Then 
ClaWr, ~JI(-G+ 1, . . . . x,+k)E4r). 
This completes the definition of B, and B is clearly left-linear. It is easy to see that 
B is deterministic: Condition (a) of Definition 4.3 follows from the definition of 
shift-rules (i) and (ii). Condition (b) of 4.3 holds since a shift-rule (ii) can be 
applied only if the first components of the labels of the roots of the tree stacks are 
irreducible mod S and in this case no reduction is possible. Also, clearly 6(x) = 0 
for all x E X. Condition (c) follows immediately from (iiia) and (iiib). For condition 
(d), suppose that ri, r2 EF,-(X), r, 1, r2, and 6(ri) # 0, i= 1,2. Hence h(ri) is a 
left-hand side of a rule of S that reduces nr(lab(r,, 2)) in a normal reduction or 
h(ri) is as in (iiib), i= 1, 2. Since r, and rz are unifiable, it follows that 
lab(r,, 2) =lab(r,, A) and h(r,) = h(r2). Furthermore, since h maps every variable of 
X onto itself, it follows that r, = r2 and thus (d) holds. 
We say that r E F, is well behaved if for every subtree r, of r. 
(1) W-,) 1, nl(lab(rl, 1)) and 
(2) CIW~lW(r,, A)), A)], (~&WI, A)))= WI)),. 
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(Note that since r, does not contain variables, (1) is equivalent to the condition 
that there exists a substitution a: Y-t F, such that h(r,) =a(li’,(lab(r,, A))), i.e., 
Z7,(lab(r,, I)) is a “supertree” of h(r,).) Also we say that a (Z, I’)-configuration t is 
well behaved if every subtree tl of t such that tl E Fr is well behaved. 
We extend the tree homomorphism h to 
I;: Fzurv +V + F,(X) 
by defining 
(i) kJ0) = 45 1, . . . . 5,) for all ma0, aEZ,; 
(ii) h,(V) = {,. 
We denote also the extension h of h simply by h. We now prove a number of claims. 
CLAIM 1. Let t E F, and suppose that 
t +d* r (E con(C, r)). 
Then r is well behaved. 
Proof of Claim 1. This is seen easily by induction on the length of the 
derivation. (In the rules of B the first component of the label of the root of the tree 
stack is always updated to contain the “supertree” of height p of the tree stack. 
Similarly the last components of a symbol of r labeling a node u are updated to 
contain the states of A that are reached at the immediate successors of u.) 
CLAIM 2. Let t E F, and suppose that t( -t,)“r,m~O.Letr,~Frbeatreestack 
of r (i.e., rl E sub(r) and the predecessor of the root of r, is labeled by V). Then every 
proper subtree of h(r, ) is irreducible mod S. 
Proof of Claim 2. Suppose that some proper subtree of h(r,) is reducible mod S. 
Hence we can choose a proper subtree s of h(r, ) such that s is unifiable with a left- 
hand side of a rule of S. There exists a proper subtree r2 of rl such that h(r2) = s. 
Suppose that r2 = r,(uv), u E N*, v E N. Now by Claim 1, 
hh(u)) 1,4(laWrh4 4) 
and because [h(rl(u))](v) = h( [rl(u)](v)) = h(r,) we have that [nr(lab(r,(u), n))](v) 
is reducible mod S. (Note that here we need the information that p is the maximum 
height of the left-hand sides of S plus two.) This is a contradiction since 
~,(lab(rl(u), 2)) E W. 
CLAIM 3. Let r E F, and suppose that 
r(-+A)m r’, r’ E con(Z, r), m > 0. 
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Then 
r = h(r) -,* h(r’). 
Proof of Claim 3. If m = 0 there is nothing to prove. Suppose that the claim 
holds for m = k and 
r( +d)k s +d r’. 
By the induction assumption r + ,* h(s). If r’ is obtained from s using a shift-rule (i) 
or (ii), we are done since then h(s) = h(r’). Suppose then that 
s = s’(u +- V(t,)) +d s’(z4 c V(t,)) = r’ 
using a reduction rule. By Claim 2 all proper subtrees of h(t,) are irreducible 
mod S. Hence from Claim 1 and the definition of reduction rules of B it follows 
immediately that h(t,) -+n h(t2) and hence also h(s) +n h(r’). 
CLAIM 4. Let r, r’ E Fz and suppose that 
r(-*n)m r’, m 2 0. 
Then there exists s E con(C, r) such that h(s) = r’ and 
r -+d*s. 
Proof of Claim 4. In the case m = 0 we can choose s = r. Suppose that the claim 
holds for m = k and that 
r( +n)k r, -+n r’. 
Hence there exists s1 E con(C, r) such that h(s,) = r, and r 42 si. Suppose that we 
can write 
r, = t(u t cr(t,)) -+n t(u 4- cx(t2)) = r’, (t,, b)ES. 
Since a(t,) is reducible mod S it follows by Claim 2 that either in si no node u such 
that u is a predecessor of u is labeled by V or lab(s,, U) = V. Since by Lemma 5.3 all 
proper subtrees of a(t,) are irreducible mod S, it follows from Claim 1 that in the 
first case si -2 s;, using only the shift-rules of B where lab(s;, u) = V (i.e., the 
automaton just advances the reading heads to the root of the subtree of s, that 
corresponds to a(t,) in r,). In the latter case we choose s; = si. By Claim 1, s;(ul) is 
well behaved so using a rule of 6 that is obtained from (ti, f2) by (iiia) or (iiib) we 
get s; +d s, where h(s) = r’. 
From Claims 3 and 4 it follows that for all r, r’ E Fz: 
(3) r -+,* r’ iff there exists SE con(Z, r) such that h(s) = r’ and r +2 s. 
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Furthermore, if r’ E IRR(S), then s can be chosen to be such that lab(s, A) =V. 
(Using the shift-rules of B we can move the reading heads to the root of s.) From 
Claim 1 and equation (2) it follows that for s = V(s, ) as above 
(4) lab(s,,1)ET’ iff r’ERnIRR(S). 
Now (3) and (4) imply that L(B) = H. a 
5.8. THEOREM. Let S !G F,(X) x F,(X) be a finite canonical monadic rewriting 
system. Then for every regular forest R E F,, 
K = [R n IRR( S)] E Y(lin-ex-dtpa). 
Proof Let 8 c S x S be a total order. Since S is terminating and Church-Rosser, 
t E K iff (3 E IRR(S) n R): t -+z,s,B t’ by Lemma 5.4. Hence KE Y(lin-ex-dtpa) by 
Lemma 5.7. 1 
Now as in [S, 91 it follows that 
5.9. COROLLARY. Let S be a finite canonical monadic tree rewriting system. Then 
every finite union of congruence classes of S belongs to the family Z(lin-ex-dtpa). 
As a conclusion we consider monadic systems that are also right-linear. If S and 
H are as in Lemma 5.7 and S is right-linear, then from the proof of Lemma 5.7 it 
follows (by renaming variables) that HE P’(lin-del-dtpa). Hence, we have 
5.10. COROLLARY. Let S E Fz( X) x Fz( X) be a finite right-linear rewriting system 
that is monadic and canonical. Then for every regular forest R c F,, 
[R n IRR(S)] E Z(lin-del-dtpa). 
5.11. LEMMA. Let S c F,(X) x F,(X) be a right-linear monadic set of rules (not 
necessarily Jinite). Then for every regular forest L c F,, S*(L) is regular. 
Proof By renaming variables we may assume that the rules of S are of the form 
r -+ a(xl, . . . . x,) or r+xl, 
where m > n 2 0, 0 E C,, r E F,(X,), and every variable of X,,, occurs exactly once in 
r. If r-+xlES, then m>l. 
Let A = (Z, Q, Qf, g) be a nondeterministic connected bottom-up tree recognizer 
such that L(A) = L. We define the functions (g, i), i2 0, that associate with each 
element 0 EC, (n > 0) a mapping 
b(g,i): Q” + S(Q) 
as follows: 
(i) k,O)=g. 
(ii) Let i>O, n 20, ccECn, and a,, . . . . a,E Q. Denote 
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= u(Cr(x~ +QI,...,x,+G,x,+, ~b,+~, . . ..x.tb,)l,,,_,,Im~n,r~J;Z(x,), 
r + f~(x~, . . . . x,,) E S, b, + , , . . . . 6, E Q) 
u(Cr(x,cc,,x,cb,,..., x,+b,)l,,i-,,lm~ll,r~~,(X,),(r-,x,)~S, 
~1 E a(,i- ,,(a, > . . . . a,), bz, . . . . b, E Q,. 
Then we define 
a(g,i)(al 3 ...7 un)  = O(g,i- I)(ul 7 .*.T un)  u N(iY 6, ul 7 ..., un). 
Now for all n > 0, g E Z‘,, cur, . . . . a, E Q, 
and since Q and Z are finite there exists a natural number k, such that 
(g,k)=(g,k+l)forallk>k,. 
We choose B = (,Z’, Q, QF, (g, k,)) and show that 
(1) 
L(B) = S*(L). (2) 
(Intuitively B is obtained from A by iteratively adding rules that on right-hand 
sides of rules of S simulate the computation on the corresponding left-hand sides.) 
Let t E F,, u E dam(t) and lab(t, U) = c E Z,. Let C be a computation of B on t. 
We say that the node u is computed in C using a proper (g, i)-rule, 0 < i < k,, if in 
the computation C the rule applied at u is o(q,, . . . . q,J + q (ql, . . . . qn, q E Q), where 
4 E qg,i,(ql 9 ...T 4J - a(&- I)(qlT ..‘P %I). 
(We interpret that o(,- Ij(q,, . . . . qn) = $3) If iE (0, . . . . k,} is the maximal number 
such that proper (g, i)-rules are used in the computation C and if w > 0 is the 
number of applications of proper (g, i)-rules in C, then we say that C is a (g, i, w)- 
computation. We say that t has an accepting (g, i)-computation if for some w > 0 
there is an accepting (g, i, w)-computation on t. 
Now we prove (2). First let t E L(B) and let C1 be an accepting (g, i, w)- 
computation of B on t, 0 < i < k,, w > 0. 
(i) If i=O, then teL. 
(ii) Let i> 0 and w 3 2. From the definition of (g, i) it follows that there 
exists a Z-tree t’ such that t’ +S t and there exists an accepting (g, i, w - l)- 
computation of B on t’. Note that here we need the information that S is right-linear 
and that A is connected. 
(iii) Let i>O and w = 1. Similarly as in (ii) it is seen that there exists t’ such 
that t’ +S t and t’ has an accepting (g, i- 1, w’)-computation, w’ E N. 
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Applying (ii) and (iii) iteratively we see that there exists a Z-tree ti and wi 2 1 
such that t, -P$ f and there is an accepting (g, 0, w,)-computation of B on t i . (Each 
application of (ii) and (iii) can increase the size of the tree by an arbitrary amount. 
However, the process terminates always as is seen by the following: If i = 0, there is 
nothing to prove. Suppose then that i = i0 + 1 and that the process terminates for all 
Z-trees with accepting (g, i,, w,)-computations, w0 > 0. After w - 1 applications of 
(ii) and one application of (iii) we have t” E FL. such that t”( +s)w t and t” has an 
accepting (g, i,,, w”)-computation, w” > 0.) Hence t, E L and t E S*(L). 
For the converse inclusion S*(L) E L(B) it is easy to see that if t +s t’ and there 
exists an accepting (g, i)-computation on t, then there exists an accepting (g, i’)- 
computation on t’, where i’ < i+ 1. Here we need the fact that monadic rules are 
also left-linear. This is because two occurrences of a subtree of t that would corre- 
spond to different occurrences of a variable in a nonlinear left-hand side of a rule of 
S could be computed differently in the (g, i)-computation of t. (Note that it may be 
also that i’ < i since it is possible that all the nodes in t that are computed using 
proper (g, i)-rules are deleted.) Now the relation S*(L) E L(B) follows by (1) and 
the fact that LG L(B). u 
If strings are seen as unary trees, then every monadic Thue system (cf. [S, 71) is a 
right-linear monadic tree rewriting system. In [7 3 it is shown that for context-free 
monadic Thue systems the set of descendants of a regular set is always regular. 
Now by Lemma 5.11 we have the stronger result: 
5.12. COROLLARY. For an arbitrary (possibly infinite) monadic Thue system the 
set of descendants of a regular set is regular. 
For right-linear monadic systems we can strenghten the result of Corollary 5.9. 
5.13. THEOREM. Let SE F=(X) x F,(X) be finite, right-linear, canonical, and 
monadic. Then for every regular forest L c Fz, 
[IL] E Y(lin-del-dtpa). 
Proof Since S is terminating we have 
CL] = [S*(L) n IRR(S)]. 
By Lemma 5.11, S*(L) is regular and hence [L] ~Y(lin-del-dtpa) by 
Corollary 5.10. m 
It should be noted that if S is infinite, then in the proof of Lemma 5.11 the con- 
struction of the recognizer for S*(L) might not be effective. However, from the 
proofs of Lemmas 5.7 and 5.11 it follows that if S and L are as in Theorem 5.13 
(i.e., S is finite), then we can effectively construct a lin-del-dtpa A such that 
[L] s = L(A). It is not difficult to modify the proof of Lemma 5.11 so that one does 
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not need the assumption that the rules of S are left-linear. Lemma 5.11 does not 
hold for monadic systems that are not right-linear. This is seen by the following 
example. 
5.14. EXAMPLE. Let Z=2’2uC,uC0, where Z,={w}, C,={T,~} and 
Lo= {Y}. Let S= {($x,1, ( w x,,x,))> and L= {~(a”(y))jn20}~REG. Then 
S*(L) = L u {w(a”(y), o”(y)) (n 3 0}, which is not regular. 
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